DATE: _____/_______

So You Want To Work At Slyce Pizza Co.?
STEP 1:
It is simple really; Just bring back this completed application along with a cover letter, as
well as, a resume. Make sure you tell us why you want to work for us and what you
think makes you a good fit. Don't forget to include any background information that you
have that would help you succeed at Slyce.

Step 2:

If everything is filled out properly we will give you a call and bring you in for an interview.

WE WILL NOT INTERVIEW ANYONE WHO DOES NOT FOLLOW STEP #1

First and foremost, thank you for considering employment at Slyce Pizza Co. As you
may or may not already know, we deal with many different obstacles and jump through
thousands of hoops to get the job done. We work late hours and interact with all kinds of
people with diverse backgrounds and states of mind. Our clientele ranges from the
young to the old and are sober to under the influence of a variety of substances. We sell
over 30 types of pizza and make no mistake what so ever, if you are hired you will learn
all of them in your first couple of shifts aboard the team.

SLYCE PIZZA CO. VISION
-We will support our local community
-The character of the store will be a direct result of the personalities of its crewmembers
-We will create upward mobility and provide stellar wages for all our employees
-We will be a leader in customer service at all hours of the day and night
-We will serve the best slices of pizza available by never compromising on quality,
attention to details, and inventiveness
-We will reduce our impact on the environment and control the waste we produce

SLYCE PIZZA CO. VALUES
-We communicate openly and honestly
-We set realistic deadlines and hold ourselves to them
-We act with integrity
-We are accountable to others and ourselves
-We have no closed doors
-We practice modesty

All Applications will be kept on file for one year from date received

DATE: _____/_______

WARNING!
This is the back of the application. We know at first glance it does look a lot like the front! At This
Point in the application process, we have many people tell us how easy or short our application is.
It is now, that we would like to point out that to every side of paper, there is another side. So if you
are serious about working for us, please turn the page over and read the whole thing. If, however,
you feel that what we have to say is not that important, at least humor us and read the first
paragraph. You might find it worthwhile.

CONTACT INFORMATION
NAME: ________________ PHONE # ( _ _ _ ) _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
EMAIL: ________________________@________________
Address: ________________________________________
________________________________________________

HOW MANY HOURS ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
DURING BREAK _____ DURING SEMESTER _____

DESIRED POSITION: (Circle all that you are interested in)

COOK / DELIVERY DRIVER / SUPER SLINGER / PREP

AVAILABILITY: (Below you will see a list of days. Please indicate which times
you would be available on corresponding days.)

!

6AM–10AM

10AM-5P

5PM–10PM

10PM–4AM

